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Chapter 2101: Slap Chang Hate Son to death 

"Yo!" 

"I didn't expect you to be alive and kicking." 

"Chang Henzi, when you came, I heard all the words in your mouth!" 

Su Lang hugged his arms and smiled faintly, "You, want to compete with me for a seat in the Kowloon 

Coffin?" 

"Do not!!" 

"It's not like that, I just passed by!" 

"I, I, I, I have no interest in the Kowloon Coffin, I will go now!" 

"..." 

After listening to Su Lang's words, Chang Henzi instantly trembled all over, like sifting chaff! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"You botched lie..." 

"Forget it, I'm too lazy to talk nonsense with you little ant." 

"The original grievances were not resolved in that battle, so let's resolve them now." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and immediately waved his hand, a slap print condensed and hit 

Chang Henzi fiercely! 

Snapped--! 

Chang Henzi was slapped into flesh immediately. 

Under Su Lang's extremely terrifying twisting force, Chang Henzi had no possibility of survival at all. 

The system prompt rang at that time. 

The end of the death of Chang Henzi was announced. 

"I didn't expect to meet an old grudge." 

"It doesn't matter if you kill it, your heart will be more transparent!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly and turned to look at the coffin of Nine Dragons in the sky! 

at this time. 

The space channel in the middle of the sky has become as huge as the scorching sun! 

With Su Lang's eyesight, he could clearly see the huge dragon head and the fine patterns on the Nine 

Dragon Coffin. 
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but. 

at this time! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Unexpectedly, I encountered such a good thing when I first came here!!" 

"The Nine Dragon Coffin, the secret of the exile, I accepted Shen Shuang!" 

Accompanied by a burst of arrogant and excited voice, a stream of light broke into Su Lang's spiritual 

thoughts. 

This figure quickly spans dozens of light years, and is constantly approaching towards the coffin of Nine 

Dragons! 

"Ok!?" 

"What the hell, too junior strong!?" 

"This place of exile has even sneaked into the powerhouse!?" 

Su Lang looked surprised, and immediately adjusted the attribute panel of the original powerhouse. 

Suddenly. 

The detailed information appeared in front of Su Lang. 

It turned out that this was a strong man in the Siyan Primordial Stage, and he couldn't see anything from 

his practice. 

"Named Shen Shuang?" 

"Let me see who you are and what the **** you want to do." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, his figure flashed, and he flew directly towards Shen Shuang. 

He already had a faint guess in his heart. Shen Shuang was probably one of the first to guard the Tianting 

Continent. 

at this time. 

Shen Shuang finally saw Su Lang with his spiritual thoughts! 

"what?" 

"Too junior powerhouse? How can there be too junior powerhouse in this place of exile?" 

"Could it be that he made the Nine Dragon Coffin? He has a connection with the Nine Dragon Coffin!?" 

After seeing Su Lang, Shen Shuang suddenly stared, revealing an unbelievable expression. 

He spent countless efforts, time, and various methods before he barely landed in this exile. 

From beginning to end. 



Shen Shuang thought that this place of exile was the only one who was too junior. 

But at this time, the second one appeared unexpectedly, and it was suspected to be related to the Nine 

Dragon Coffin! 

What is even more puzzling is. 

This primordial powerhouse obviously only has the cultivation base of the three-generation realm, but 

he exudes a terrifying aura comparable to the five-generation primordial stage. 

Such a big gap is simply too exaggerated! 

"That Wuyan too elementary aura does exist." 

"However, it's definitely not the breath of that early powerhouse." 

"Could it be a treasure of the Wuyan Prime Beginning level!?" 

"..." 

Heavy thoughts arose in Shen Shuang's mind, and his eyes began to flicker. 

He had already seen that Su Lang had come to be unkind, and fighting might be indispensable. 

In addition, the treasures of the Wuyan Supreme Beginning Realm, for him, are definitely the greatest 

treasure! 

"He is Sanyan too junior." 

"Even if it was an offensive treasure of the Wuyan Primordial Beginning Stage, he would not be able to 

exert his full power." 

"In this case, I will be able to hold it and run away!" 

"If it weren't for Wuyan too low-level offensive treasure, then I might be able to kill him and win the 

treasure!" 

"..." 

Thinking like this, Shen Shuang's eyes gradually revealed a trace of excitement and a trace of murderous 

aura! 

After making up your mind. 

Shen Shuang locked Su Lang with his divine mind and flew over directly! 

Chapter 2102: The sinner guarding the Tianting mainland 

"Ok?" 

"This guy dared to fly towards me!?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and a sneer appeared in his eyes. 

at this time. 
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Both sides are strong in the primordial realm, very fast! 

The distance of 100,000 light-years passed by in a moment, and both sides could see each other with 

naked eyes! 

"Boy!" 

"Give me your treasure!" 

"Otherwise, I will let you know what life is better than death!" 

As soon as Shen Shuang saw Su Lang, he shouted fiercely and fiercely. 

"Ha ha." 

"There are so many treasures on my body." 

"Look, there is this..." 

Su Lang disdainfully smiled, and directly pulled the Youtian Sword from his hair bun. 

boom! 

Instant time! 

An extremely terrifying aura burst out! 

"Five... Wuyan Primal Beginning Realm weapons! Not good!" 

When Shen Shuang saw Youtian Sword, his eyes suddenly burst, and his heart felt bad. 

The thing he worries the most has happened, the opponent has an offensive treasure of Wuyan too 

junior! 

In a flash! 

Shen Shuang's advancing figure stagnated there, and without thinking about it, she turned around and 

fled madly, faster than before! 

"I fork!" 

"Escape so simply?" 

"In this place of exile, where can you escape?" 

Su Lang smiled, with a thought, the five Baiying clones immediately stopped in the direction of Shen 

Shuang's escape. 

boom! ! 

In an instant. 

The primordial aura of the Wudao Siyan level rose to the sky, surrounding Shen Shuang! 

"what!!" 



"Five strong men of the primordial beginning stage of the Siyan!" 

"No, it's not true. How could the Exile Land have so much power!" 

"Besides, these Beginners actually look exactly the same as the former Beginner's young man, how is 

this possible!" 

"..." 

Shen Shuang let out a hysterical cry in his heart, fleeing away in panic! 

but. 

Even if he used his whole body solution, he couldn't escape the encirclement of Su Lang clone. 

even. 

Driven by the clones. 

Shen Shuang was like a sheep chased by a wolf, but was gradually forced back to Su Lang! 

"Why are you back again?" 

"I want to grab my treasure, so what do you think about this?" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and waved his hand, and the eight-sided shield of the sky also 

appeared, and the powerful aura once again filled. 

"A defensive weapon from the beginning!" 

"It's also Wuyan too low-level power, this is impossible!!" 

Shen Shuang was shaking all over, his face was full of incredible expressions. 

It is really hard for him to believe that a three-evolution primordial beginning can actually have two five-

evolution primordial beginning weapons! 

Under normal circumstances. 

It's good to have a weapon at the beginning of the Sanyan Realm. 

The Wuyan too low-level weapons, usually only with the Qiyan realm power! 

And just when Shen Shuang was so horrified as to sieve chaff. 

"If it's not enough." 

"Then I will show you my pets!" 

Su Lang's voice came again, and immediately when he waved his hand, more than forty sacred beasts 

including Phoenix suddenly appeared beside him. 

Rumble! 

An incomparably powerful elementary aura came. 



Almost the entire place of exile was shaken! 

The appearance of the beasts made Shen Shuang dumbfounded in an instant, his eyes filled with endless 

horror, despair and disbelief! 

"Mythical Beast——!!!" 

"Xuanxue Qilin! Suzaku! Qinglong...no!" 

Shen Shuang looked at a divine beast in front of him, and he was so scared that he was paralyzed and 

drenched! ! 

"This reaction is too exaggerated, right?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, but he immediately discovered that there was something wrong with the 

beasts. 

However, they saw a divine beast with eyes widening in anger, mixed with emotions of resentment, 

resentment, murderousness, etc., incomparably ferocious! 

"Ok!?" 

"Why do the beasts hate Shen Shuang so much?" 

"Could it be that he was the first to guard the Tianting Continent!?" 

"Yes, only sinners who frantically persecute the sacred beasts will be so hated by the sacred beasts!" 

Su Lang stared at him, his expression surprised, and his expression gradually became gloomy. 

really. 

In the next moment, the mythical beasts roared toward Shen Shuang with endless hatred and grief! ! 

Chapter 2102: The sinner guarding the Tianting mainland 

"Ok?" 

"This guy dared to fly towards me!?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and a sneer appeared in his eyes. 

at this time. 

Both sides are strong in the primordial realm, very fast! 

The distance of 100,000 light-years passed by in a moment, and both sides could see each other with 

naked eyes! 

"Boy!" 

"Give me your treasure!" 

"Otherwise, I will let you know what life is better than death!" 
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As soon as Shen Shuang saw Su Lang, he shouted fiercely and fiercely. 

"Ha ha." 

"There are so many treasures on my body." 

"Look, there is this..." 

Su Lang disdainfully smiled, and directly pulled the Youtian Sword from his hair bun. 

boom! 

Instant time! 

An extremely terrifying aura burst out! 

"Five... Wuyan Primal Beginning Realm weapons! Not good!" 

When Shen Shuang saw Youtian Sword, his eyes suddenly burst, and his heart felt bad. 

The thing he worries the most has happened, the opponent has an offensive treasure of Wuyan too 

junior! 

In a flash! 

Shen Shuang's advancing figure stagnated there, and without thinking about it, she turned around and 

fled madly, faster than before! 

"I fork!" 

"Escape so simply?" 

"In this place of exile, where can you escape?" 

Su Lang smiled, with a thought, the five Baiying clones immediately stopped in the direction of Shen 

Shuang's escape. 

boom! ! 

In an instant. 

The primordial aura of the Wudao Siyan level rose to the sky, surrounding Shen Shuang! 

"what!!" 

"Five strong men of the primordial beginning stage of the Siyan!" 

"No, it's not true. How could the Exile Land have so much power!" 

"Besides, these Beginners actually look exactly the same as the former Beginner's young man, how is 

this possible!" 

"..." 

Shen Shuang let out a hysterical cry in his heart, fleeing away in panic! 



but. 

Even if he used his whole body solution, he couldn't escape the encirclement of Su Lang clone. 

even. 

Driven by the clones. 

Shen Shuang was like a sheep chased by a wolf, but was gradually forced back to Su Lang! 

"Why are you back again?" 

"I want to grab my treasure, so what do you think about this?" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and waved his hand, and the eight-sided shield of the sky also 

appeared, and the powerful aura once again filled. 

"A defensive weapon from the beginning!" 

"It's also Wuyan too low-level power, this is impossible!!" 

Shen Shuang was shaking all over, his face was full of incredible expressions. 

It is really hard for him to believe that a three-evolution primordial beginning can actually have two five-

evolution primordial beginning weapons! 

Under normal circumstances. 

It's good to have a weapon at the beginning of the Sanyan Realm. 

The Wuyan too low-level weapons, usually only with the Qiyan realm power! 

And just when Shen Shuang was so horrified as to sieve chaff. 

"If it's not enough." 

"Then I will show you my pets!" 

Su Lang's voice came again, and immediately when he waved his hand, more than forty sacred beasts 

including Phoenix suddenly appeared beside him. 

Rumble! 

An incomparably powerful elementary aura came. 

Almost the entire place of exile was shaken! 

The appearance of the beasts made Shen Shuang dumbfounded in an instant, his eyes filled with endless 

horror, despair and disbelief! 

"Mythical Beast——!!!" 

"Xuanxue Qilin! Suzaku! Qinglong...no!" 



Shen Shuang looked at a divine beast in front of him, and he was so scared that he was paralyzed and 

drenched! ! 

"This reaction is too exaggerated, right?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, but he immediately discovered that there was something wrong with the 

beasts. 

However, they saw a divine beast with eyes widening in anger, mixed with emotions of resentment, 

resentment, murderousness, etc., incomparably ferocious! 

"Ok!?" 

"Why do the beasts hate Shen Shuang so much?" 

"Could it be that he was the first to guard the Tianting Continent!?" 

"Yes, only sinners who frantically persecute the sacred beasts will be so hated by the sacred beasts!" 

Su Lang stared at him, his expression surprised, and his expression gradually became gloomy. 

really. 

In the next moment, the mythical beasts roared toward Shen Shuang with endless hatred and grief! ! 

Chapter 2104: Then I will do it myself 

"Ah! My head!" 

Shen Shuang screamed and flew out, his head was deformed and it was still split. 

This is really cracked... 

And this is not the end, but the beginning of his pain! 

After the mysterious blood unicorn hit Fei Shen Shuang, the other sacred beasts, such as the Vermillion 

Bird, such as the Azure Dragon... also instantly killed Shen Shuang. 

All kinds of tyrannical methods fell on Shen Shuang crazily, and he had no room to fight back! 

When the mythical beasts started, they all resorted to humiliation, or torture. 

Ling Chi is just the most common method. 

Among the various terrifying punishments of the gods and beasts. 

While Shen Shuang's pain swept through his body, he was full of shame and anger! 

As one of the primaries who guarded the Tianting Continent, Shen Shuang has always been aloof, a life 

and death existence. 

I don’t know how many mythical beasts were killed by him. 

Almost all of the many mythical beasts present have been tortured by Shen Shuang. 
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The methods of torture he used are countless. 

But now, it's his turn! ! 

The gods and beasts are angry with their own way to cure their bodies! 

Just a moment. 

Shen Shuang is no longer a man. 

There is no skin, flesh, and bone on the body! 

There was also a sacred animal biting Shen Shuang fiercely, and the flesh and blood that were bitten 

angrily spit on the ground, and then smashed into powder with its feet. 

And Shen Shuang is an extremely strong person in the early Taichu period. 

Injuries of this level can't make him die. 

If he wanted to commit suicide, Su Lang would immediately stop him. 

Therefore, he can only be forced to taste the endless pain and fall into a miserable situation where life is 

worse than death! 

Time passed slowly. 

In the sky, the Coffin of Nine Dragons gradually flew out of the space channel. 

Shen Shuang was also under the siege of many divine beasts, and gradually became dying. 

at this time. 

Su Lang directly took out the Bright Sword and cut out a sword light at Shen Shuang. 

"Is he going to kill me?" 

"Can I get rid of it, great!" 

When Shen Shuang saw this scene, there was a hint of relief on his painful face. 

however. 

Shen Shuang's expression froze there in the next moment! 

Because that sword light slashed on his body, he actually treated part of his injuries! 

"Do not!" 

"Just kill me!" 

"I know I was wrong, please, give me a good time!" 

"..." 

Shen Shuang was desperate and hissed. 



But no one wants to give him a good time! 

Because he committed too many sins. 

The beasts can't vent their hatred just by killing him! 

Heads of beasts gritted their teeth and tortured Shen Shuang with blood red eyes, avenging their lost 

people! 

Time passed again. 

"See the master in the coffin of the Kowloon!" 

The coffin of Nine Dragons completely descended from the boat of ten thousand domains to the place 

of exile, and the spirit of the weapon drilled out of the body, forming a small dragon and came to Su 

Lang to pay respect. 

"Haha, long time no see!" 

Su Lang stretched out his hand, and the spirit dragon flew into his hand like a little Pokemon. 

Soon. 

Su Lang continued to watch the beasts take revenge. 

Once Shen Shuang was about to die, Su Lang would immediately bring him the Bright Sword. 

After repeated cycles. 

Shen Shuang gradually lost all hope and became a little numb in despair! 

"call--!!" 

"Really hate!" 

"I have used up all my methods, it's great!" 

"Thanks to His Majesty Su Lang for helping him, otherwise he is afraid that he will die halfway!" 

"..." 

After the gods and beasts tried their best to revenge, it was much better, and gradually they all stopped. 

"Since you are out of anger." 

Su Lang looked around everyone, his eyes fell on Shen Shuang, "Then I will..." 

"Kill me?" 

"Are you going to kill me? Great!" 

"Freed, I am finally freed!" 

Hearing Su Lang's speech, Shen Shuang's numb eyeballs suddenly rolled in pain. 

but. 



The second half of Su Lang's sentence made him thunderous, and the hope that had just risen was 

completely shattered! 

"Then I will do it myself!" 

After Su Lang finished speaking the second half of the sentence, he twitched the corner of his mouth 

and stretched out his hand. 

"Ah!" 

"Kill me, kill me!" 

"..." 

The violent screams suddenly resounded through the world! 

And the sound is a bit familiar... 

Chapter 2105: Go to the boat of ten thousand domains 

It turned out that the heart-piercing lock was passed over by Su Lang as a clone. 

The person who screamed was just a few primordial martial artists of the Tianmi Buddhism gate above 

the heart lock. 

"this is!!" 

"Bo... Senior Bolian!" 

"And these Buddhist masters were also caught!" 

"Oh my God, why do they scream so heartbreakingly? They are true Buddhas with successful practice. 

How can they howl because of the mere pain?" 

"Could it be that there is a problem with this chain, even Buddhism couldn't stop it at the beginning, no, 

it's not true!" 

"..." 

When Shen Shuang saw the Pulian and other monks of Taichu who were on the lock of the heart, he was 

shocked and unbelievable. 

Immediately after. 

Endless fear and despair arose in his heart. 

Shen Shuang knows. 

That chain is absolutely terrifying! 

The pain that even the Taoist monks of Tianmi Buddhism can't bear, how intense it should be! 

And this time. 

Su Lang took out the heart-piercing lock, which was definitely not for him. 
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Instead, deal with him like you deal with Pulian and others! 

really! 

Just when Shen Shuang was extremely frightened. 

"go with!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and the nine black jade chains that penetrated Pulian and the others flew out 

like arrows. Puchi Puchi put Shen Shuang on it. 

"Ah! It hurts--!" 

Shen Shuang instantly struggled like a loach being poured into an oil pan, and uttered a terrible scream! 

Now he knows. 

Why did Pulian and others utter heartbreaking howls. 

Because the pain caused by the heart-piercing lock is far more severe than the forty gods and beasts 

who used all their efforts to torture him! ! 

On the occasion of screaming. 

Shen Shuang knew that he was completely finished. 

He will be tortured forever, and it is better to die forever! 

next moment. 

Shen Shuang, who was completely desperate, was passed on by Su Lang to the Baiying avatar of 

Heavenly Continent along with the Heart-piercing Lock, and continued to be placed on the square of the 

Heavenly Continent Exchange Building. 

"Look!" 

"Appeared again!" 

"There is an extra elementary powerhouse on the chain!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is so strong that he has caught another primordial warrior!" 

"I don't know what this primordial strong man has committed, and he is going to be tortured with those 

bald donkeys." 

"No matter how much he is, at least one charge of betraying the boundless universe is indispensable, go 

up, go up to him!" 

"I sing——!!!" 

"..." 

On the exchange building square, countless warriors saw that there was another person on the 

reappearing Chuanxin Lock, and they all talked a lot, and their respect for Su Lang increased. 



Soon. 

Everyone went up and cast aside the nasty Shen Shuang. 

at the same time. 

In the land of exile. 

"Everyone, enter my life universe first!" 

Su Lang smiled at the gods and beasts, and immediately opened his life universe. 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

The gods and beasts saluted respectfully, and then entered Su Lang's universe of life according to their 

attributes. 

The five elements, light and dark, and wind attributes, the already perfect pubic universe, all have divine 

beasts. 

For example, Suzaku went to the Enchanting Universe to observe the process of Phoenix's breakthrough, 

hoping to make herself further. 

Put the beasts into the universe of life. 

"Let's go!" 

Su Lang weighed the spirit of the coffin of Nine Dragons in his hand: "Let's go to the Ship of Ten 

Thousand Regions first!" 

"Yes, master!" 

Qi Ling immediately took Su Lang into the Nine Dragon Coffin. 

At this time, the coffin of Nine Dragons was still quasi-primary. 

At the beginning, it was also a very terrifying weapon for Su Lang. 

But now it seems that the level of the Nine Dragons Coffin is too low and needs to be enhanced by 

evolution. 

but. 

Su Lang is ready to talk about it when he gets to the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains. 

now. 

The vortex that obscured the sky and the sun went crazy again. 

Many humane wills in the exile were also absorbed by the whirlpool. 

The space channel that had been slowly shrinking became larger again. 



Immediately after. 

The Coffin of Nine Dragons rushed into the passage carrying Su Lang and disappeared in the blink of an 

eye. 

Simultaneously. 

Inside the boat of ten thousand domains. 

Two hundred and one strong men stood on the square of the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains looking 

forward to it. 

The leaders are Hao Xingren, Yi Heguang, and Zhu Shan who has just returned! 

Behind them. 

There are also one hundred and fifty-seven super-primary powerhouses, and 41 quasi-primary-primary 

powerhouses. 

Chapter 2106: Two hundred and one strong men bow down 

Because Su Lang wants to use the coffin of Kowloon. 

The Nine Dragons Coffin is one of the core components of the Wanyu Ship although its level continues 

to rise. 

So none of them performed the task, or returned after completing the task quickly. 

Everyone present has gained countless benefits from the medicines, weapons, formations, and exercises 

that Su Lang refined. 

Su Lang is coming to the boat of ten thousand domains. 

They are naturally excited! 

"Why haven't you come yet?" 

"The Nine Dragon Coffin has been going down for a while." 

"Perhaps Su Lang... Your Majesty wants to revisit the old place and see the changes in the exile." 

"Look, the channel has reacted!" 

"..." 

At first, the crowd waited left and right, and in a short time they couldn't wait. 

at this time. 

The passage slowly expanded. 

Immediately afterwards, the Coffin of Nine Dragons flew out of the passage and landed on the square. 

"coming!" 
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"Your Majesty Su Lang is down!" 

"Everyone, follow me to your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Hao Xingren showed excitement, shouted loudly, and knelt down on one knee first. 

Suddenly. 

Wow! 

The powerhouses in the rear all knelt down! 

By Zhu Shan. 

They already knew Su Lang's achievements and identity at this time. 

They also highly approve of this, fully accept it, and clearly understand their identity. 

Back then. 

They knew that Su Lang was not a thing in the pool, and even called Su Lang senior. 

It should be known that Su Lang was only at the Sandu Godless Level, and they were at least the Jiudu 

Godless Level... 

This can be seen. 

How many people on the Ship of Ten Thousand Regions agree with Su Lang! 

So that after knowing that Su Lang became the emperor of Boundless Zhou, he immediately believed it 

and gave him respectful etiquette. 

at this time. 

The dragon head of the Kowloon Coffin opened its mouth wide, revealing the passage. 

Ta Ta Ta. 

There was footsteps. 

Su Lang's figure appeared in front of everyone. 

"See Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Hao Xingren and other two hundred and one people shouted together. 

They looked at Su Lang excitedly. 

More than 30,000 years ago, Su Lang was only at the Sandu Godless-level and possessed the Badu 

Godless-level combat power. 

And this time. 

After 30,000 years of exile. 

Only a few days have passed since the boundless universe. 



Su Lang directly crossed a great realm, soaring from the Sandu Godless level to the Sanyan Primordial 

Realm, and even possessed the combat power of the Wuyan Primordial Realm. 

This is really shocking and admired by everyone! 

"I go!" 

"Why are you kneeling?" 

"Hurry up, everyone please hurry up!" 

Su Lang smiled blankly, and then used a force to lift everyone up. 

Only then did Hao Xingren and others stand up. 

But even when he got up, he maintained a respectful attitude. 

"You guys have made great progress!" 

"You are the most talented group of people in the boundless universe." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "I wonder if you are willing to follow me to the Heavenly Continent?" 

He didn't sell it, he just got to the point. 

It's not beautiful to do something imaginary. 

"Of course I do!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, listen to Zhu Shan, you are sure to take us all away!" 

"Not only us, but also the boat of ten thousand domains, and even the whole place of exile!" 

"We believe that His Majesty Su Lang will surely create miracles again!" 

"..." 

Yi and Guang spoke excitedly, and the others followed suit, discussing excitedly. 

"There must be certainty!" 

"Before that, if you trust me so much, I naturally have to say something!" 

"You are too junior, or you are about to reach too junior, the weapons in your hand may not be suitable 

anymore." 

"Now, if you want to upgrade your weapons or anything, please hand in your weapons and materials. If 

the materials are not enough, I will make up for them." 

"In addition, I still have a lot of low-level pills in my hand, but they are distributed to you all together." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone and smiled brilliantly. 

Anyway, they are all his subordinates, and upgrading them is to strengthen the power of Boundless, 

which is not a loss at all. 



And Su Lang said this. 

Hao Xingren and others were shocked and ecstatic. 

They never expected that Su Lang would give them so many benefits as soon as they came back. This 

was almost flattering! 

Chapter 2106: Two hundred and one strong men bow down 

Because Su Lang wants to use the coffin of Kowloon. 

The Nine Dragons Coffin is one of the core components of the Wanyu Ship although its level continues 

to rise. 

So none of them performed the task, or returned after completing the task quickly. 

Everyone present has gained countless benefits from the medicines, weapons, formations, and exercises 

that Su Lang refined. 

Su Lang is coming to the boat of ten thousand domains. 

They are naturally excited! 

"Why haven't you come yet?" 

"The Nine Dragon Coffin has been going down for a while." 

"Perhaps Su Lang... Your Majesty wants to revisit the old place and see the changes in the exile." 

"Look, the channel has reacted!" 

"..." 

At first, the crowd waited left and right, and in a short time they couldn't wait. 

at this time. 

The passage slowly expanded. 

Immediately afterwards, the Coffin of Nine Dragons flew out of the passage and landed on the square. 

"coming!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang is down!" 

"Everyone, follow me to your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Hao Xingren showed excitement, shouted loudly, and knelt down on one knee first. 

Suddenly. 

Wow! 

The powerhouses in the rear all knelt down! 

By Zhu Shan. 
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They already knew Su Lang's achievements and identity at this time. 

They also highly approve of this, fully accept it, and clearly understand their identity. 

Back then. 

They knew that Su Lang was not a thing in the pool, and even called Su Lang senior. 

It should be known that Su Lang was only at the Sandu Godless Level, and they were at least the Jiudu 

Godless Level... 

This can be seen. 

How many people on the Ship of Ten Thousand Regions agree with Su Lang! 

So that after knowing that Su Lang became the emperor of Boundless Zhou, he immediately believed it 

and gave him respectful etiquette. 

at this time. 

The dragon head of the Kowloon Coffin opened its mouth wide, revealing the passage. 

Ta Ta Ta. 

There was footsteps. 

Su Lang's figure appeared in front of everyone. 

"See Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Hao Xingren and other two hundred and one people shouted together. 

They looked at Su Lang excitedly. 

More than 30,000 years ago, Su Lang was only at the Sandu Godless-level and possessed the Badu 

Godless-level combat power. 

And this time. 

After 30,000 years of exile. 

Only a few days have passed since the boundless universe. 

Su Lang directly crossed a great realm, soaring from the Sandu Godless level to the Sanyan Primordial 

Realm, and even possessed the combat power of the Wuyan Primordial Realm. 

This is really shocking and admired by everyone! 

"I go!" 

"Why are you kneeling?" 

"Hurry up, everyone please hurry up!" 

Su Lang smiled blankly, and then used a force to lift everyone up. 



Only then did Hao Xingren and others stand up. 

But even when he got up, he maintained a respectful attitude. 

"You guys have made great progress!" 

"You are the most talented group of people in the boundless universe." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "I wonder if you are willing to follow me to the Heavenly Continent?" 

He didn't sell it, he just got to the point. 

It's not beautiful to do something imaginary. 

"Of course I do!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, listen to Zhu Shan, you are sure to take us all away!" 

"Not only us, but also the boat of ten thousand domains, and even the whole place of exile!" 

"We believe that His Majesty Su Lang will surely create miracles again!" 

"..." 

Yi and Guang spoke excitedly, and the others followed suit, discussing excitedly. 

"There must be certainty!" 

"Before that, if you trust me so much, I naturally have to say something!" 

"You are too junior, or you are about to reach too junior, the weapons in your hand may not be suitable 

anymore." 

"Now, if you want to upgrade your weapons or anything, please hand in your weapons and materials. If 

the materials are not enough, I will make up for them." 

"In addition, I still have a lot of low-level pills in my hand, but they are distributed to you all together." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone and smiled brilliantly. 

Anyway, they are all his subordinates, and upgrading them is to strengthen the power of Boundless, 

which is not a loss at all. 

And Su Lang said this. 

Hao Xingren and others were shocked and ecstatic. 

They never expected that Su Lang would give them so many benefits as soon as they came back. This 

was almost flattering! 

Chapter 2108: Four Gongfa Curtain Walls 

"Your Majesty Xie Sulang!!" 

Quasi-primary warrior caught the weapon and thanked Su Lang with gratitude. 
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It is really exciting to have the weapons of the primordial stage at the quasi-primary primacy level. 

after all. 

Even in the prosperous age before the War of the Boundless World. 

Only those big powers, Tianjiao, can receive such treatment. 

"Ok." 

"These are the pills for you." 

"Presumably it won't take long for you to break through to the realm of the beginning!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and gave the prepared medicine to the quasi-primary warrior. 

"Yes!" 

"Subordinates will live up to His Majesty Su Lang's expectations!" 

The quasi-primary warrior once again thanked Su Lang, gratitude, and then returned to the crowd. 

"Everyone." 

"Except for weapons and pills." 

"This aspect of exercise is also extremely important!" 

"You comprehend the exercises by yourself and reach the primordial level, which is very powerful." 

"But after all, there are omissions in the exercises, which are not perfect." 

"Here I am, I will leave you some too basic exercises." 

"Body-building exercises, time exercises for the present, future, and past stages are all available!" 

Su Lang looked around at the crowd, smiled, and then took out a large number of jade slips, began to 

burn the exercises, and annotated them. 

Because the power initiation function has not yet been refreshed. 

So this method can only be used. 

The exercises Su Lang chose were all exercises he had practiced. 

Among the recorded content, there is his most detailed analysis and commentary on the exercises! 

It should be known that he has practiced the exercises to the level of the founder. 

Even if there are some profound meanings that cannot be described, the profound meanings of the 

exercises that can be recorded are definitely enough for everyone to understand and practice to the 

perfect level! 

at this time. 

See Su Lang began to burn the exercises. 



Hao Xingren, Yi Heguang, Zhu Shan and others looked at Su Lang gratefully. 

Involuntarily bent over, maintaining a slight bow to Su Lang! 

They have already placed Su Lang's position at the highest place in their hearts, and no one can compare 

it! 

Time passed slowly. 

quickly. 

The first exercise was burned by Su Lang, and it was "Universal Normalization". 

"go with!" 

Su Lang waved his hand, and the jade slip flew out, and it kept getting bigger and unfolding! 

In an instant. 

The little jade slip becomes a giant curtain wall! 

There are countless profound meanings of exercises engraved on the wall, which makes people 

uncontrollably attracted at a glance, and learns a lot of profound meanings from them. 

now. 

Everyone's eyes on the Boat of Ten Thousand Domains were all attracted by the curtain wall made of 

jade slips. 

"This is... the path of physical cultivation in the Absolute Beginning Realm!" 

"The main idea is to fuse crystal wall cells and accelerate the speed of realm improvement!" 

"Heaven, all kinds of profound meanings are analyzed so thoroughly, I have already understood a lot of 

profound meanings!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang will live forever!!" 

"..." 

As soon as everyone took a look, they felt that they were empowered, and they saw the cultivation path 

of the Supreme Beginning Realm more clearly! 

Some people had an epiphany on the spot, and their breath began to rise! 

This can be seen. 

What level of detail has Su Lang burned? 

Seeing that everyone has been completely attracted by the Gongfa curtain wall. 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and then began to burn the second exercise "Moment of Eternity", the third 

exercise "The Mysterious Technique of Future Good Fortune" and the fourth exercise "Trace to the 

Origin of Eternity"! 



It didn't take much time. 

Su Lang burned all three exercises. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang waved his hand gently, and three jade slips flew out together, suddenly becoming bigger and 

unfolding! 

In an instant! 

Three huge curtain walls of exercises appeared again, arranged one after another according to the 

degree of difficulty! 

The warriors who are comprehending the first exercise. 

Seeing three brand-new curtain walls appeared, my whole body trembled suddenly, dumbfounded! 

"It's Time Upright Kungfu!" 

""Moment of Eternity"! This is the time practice at this stage, I understand, I understand!" 

"Look at the two curtain walls behind the exercises! It is the time exercises of the'future' stage and 

the'past' stage!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang has actually completed all three stages of time exercises. This talent is incredible!!" 

"In this world, in this universe, no, among the many natural universes, only His Majesty Su Lang can do 

this!" 

Chapter 2109: It really is a boat 

"God, look!" 

"Every exercise has been analyzed in such detail. If I can't comprehend it, I'll just decide on my own!" 

"Ah, be careful, don't go to the back of the exercises, you will not be able to bear it!" 

"I can only watch "The Moment of Eternity" now, don't be greedy and chew!" 

"..." 

Everyone on the Boat of Ten Thousand Domains looked at the three newly-appearing curtain walls of 

exercises, and they were shocked on the spot, and their respect for Su Lang increased by another level! 

Then, everyone couldn't help but look at those exercises, and the result was a burst of dizziness! 

Looking at the ‘future’ and ‘past’ techniques with their current level of cultivation at the first level, or 

even the quasi-primary beginning level, it’s almost like a young child’s view of advanced mathematics! 

The meal has to be a bite. 

Ruth went step by step. 
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Everyone also understands this truth, and quickly suppresses the heart of loftiness, only looking at the 

first two exercises. 

Hao Xingren and others, who had broken through to the realm of the primordial beginning, looked at 

both exercises. 

Forty-one people at the quasi-primary level only watch "Moment of Eternity". What they lack is the 

mastery of time rules! 

Once you understand the rules of time, you can immediately break through to the primordial level! 

Seeing everyone has been immersed in the practice. 

Su Lang suddenly smiled, and immediately looked at the rest of the Wanyu Ship. 

The space of the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains is actually not that big. 

Because the members of Ark of Ten Thousand Realms have their own private space to rest. 

In this visible space. 

Just a ‘monitor’ who is responsible for identifying traitors, a ‘transmission station’ for mission use, and a 

‘exchange station’ for exchanging items. 

"It's just appearance!" 

"If you see through this surface, you can see the body of the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains behind it!" 

"To pack and take away all the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains and the Land of Exile, you must have a 

thorough enough understanding of it." 

The light of thought flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he immediately unfolded the "Small Mystery 

Method", which raised his divine mind observation ability to the extreme! 

Suddenly! 

There was a different place in the space of the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains in front of Su Lang. 

The surrounding space seems to be transparent! 

Subsequent parts appeared in front of Su Lang one after another. 

"That's it!" 

"This Wanyu Ship is also built using the assembly concept." 

"Its complexity is very scary, the parts used are comparable to the infinite number, and it has reached a 

hundred thousand!" 

"Its level has reached the realm of the Jiuyan Primordial Beginning!" 

"However, Senior Zhaoyu's refinement skills are not as good as mine after all." 

"Among these components, there are many high-level primordial components, but the integration 

between the components is not perfect." 



"This has also led to the fact that although the Ark of Ten Thousand Domains reaches the Nine Evolution 

Primal Beginning Stage, it has a dull weapon and lacks agility. It can only work according to the setting 

like a degree." 

"Such a spirit is not even a life..." 

Su Lang scanned the parts of the Ship of Ten Thousand Realms with his spiritual thoughts, and through 

the weapon recognition function, he could see them completely. 

And divine consciousness passes through these closely connected parts. 

You can see the outside from the inside, and have a panoramic view of the ship of ten thousand 

domains. 

This is an incomparably huge shuttle-shaped flying boat, which exists inside the world barriers of the 

Exiled Lands, constantly moving. 

"It really is a boat, worthy of the name!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and immediately looked at those parts. 

Every part. 

Even the refining materials can be seen through. 

Senior Zhaoyu must have used up most of his wealth when refining the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains. 

Because of the components that make up the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains, the weakest ones are all 

six eaves. 

It consumes too elementary materials, I don’t know how much! 

"Since the spirit of the Ship of Ten Thousand Realms is not a life." 

"Then, even if I break it down, it's not a murder." 

"Decompose the ship of ten thousand domains, then find a way to bring it to the place of exile, return to 

the boundless universe, and finally recast the boat of ten thousand domains!" 

"And before that, I have to figure out what is the connection between the Ship of Ten Thousand Realms 

and the Land of Exile." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and began to speculate on the connection between the two based on the 

functions of the many parts of the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains, as well as the various signs that the 

Ship of Ten Thousand Domains was operating in the world barrier of Exile. 

Chapter 2110: Founding Grade Yanlongsha 

He has to figure out the two completely. 

Dare to disassemble the boat of ten thousand domains. 

Otherwise, it may cause some unexpected results. 
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Under Su Lang's enhanced version of the divine mind detection, he gradually discovered that the Ship of 

Ten Thousand Domains turned out to be the defender of the World Barrier in the Exile! 

even. 

Even compared with the endless universe 10,000 times the flow rate of time. 

They were also formed by the powerful weapon of the Nine Evolution Primordial Stage and the Ship of 

Ten Thousand Domains. 

"The Ship of Ten Thousand Domains is constantly maintaining the integrity of the exile." 

"The place of exile is the foundation of the Ship of Ten Thousand Realms, and it continues to 

provide'reincarnations' like Hao Xingren!" 

"The two together form a protective layer of time and space, which is attached to the time and space 

barriers of the boundless universe to avoid searches." 

"If I disassemble the Ship of Ten Thousand Realms first, then the Land of Exile will most likely be over." 

"But if you accept the exile first, you will encounter the instinctive resistance of the Ship of Ten 

Thousand Domains, which may cause serious consequences!" 

"The two are independent of each other, but they are inseparable. It seems that they can only be carried 

out at the same time!" 

Su Lang gradually had an eyebrow in his heart, and then began to make a plan. 

First of all. 

To accommodate the Exiled Land, it is necessary to incorporate all of its world barriers into the body! 

otherwise. 

Just the continent that accommodates the exile is not a big gain. 

and so. 

Su Lang intends to leave the boat of ten thousand domains and come beyond the barriers of the world! 

Then the old technique was repeated, and the land of exile was stored in the pupil of the ten thousand 

worlds by the way of accommodating the realm of cultivation. 

but. 

Although the place of exile is much smaller than the cultivation world of tens of millions of worlds. 

But the same is not what Su Lang himself can accept. 

You still have to use the Xing Cuan Yun He clone to urge the pupil of the Ten Thousand Realms to receive 

it. 

"It seems I can only wait for a long time." 

"Wait for all the clones to come together before continuing to implement the plan!" 



Su Lang shook his head, immediately withdrew his spiritual thoughts, and sat down on the spot! 

Since arriving in Tianmen Continent. 

He has been on the busy road, seldom calm down and practice. 

Although the number of crystal wall cells was actively increased to 10 billion before, compared with the 

number of cells of 170 g, it was almost insignificant. 

If you do a careful calculation, you will only complete one part of a 17 billion! 

It's just... pitiful! 

"Start practicing!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, he put away all distractions, and started running "Hengsha Blessed World 

Record"! 

Countless innate qi has passed through a life universe and the meridians all over the body, spreading 

towards the surrounding crystal wall cells! 

Immediately after. 

Under the effect of special exercises. 

These innate qi and crystal wall cells fuse together. 

I saw the internal space of these crystal wall cells began to expand rapidly, and the world crystal wall 

became more stable. 

quickly! 

They become as large as those 10 billion crystal wall cells that have been actively promoted! 

as time flows. 

Another tens of billions of crystal wall cells have completed the active promotion! 

In this process. 

The cultivator is constantly accumulating cultivation skills. 

The martial arts villains are all busy, madly practicing the too basic "Smoke Cage Sand" exercise! 

It was also when Su Lang once again completed the upgrade of 10 billion crystal wall cells. 

A system prompt resounded through my mind! 

"Ding! "Smoke Cage Sand" has reached the founding level!" 

The system prompts that the voice has not fallen. 

Immediately, countless exercises and profound meanings appeared in Su Lang's mind, directly and 

perfectly fused with the soul. 



Relative to the profound meaning of Gongfa. 

More warm currents appeared in Su Lang's body! 

These warm currents melted into one hundred and seventy crystal wall cells throughout the body, and 

within a short period of time, they increased to six times their original size. 

Although the improvement is not big. 

But Su Lang's crystal wall cells have been upgraded to the present, and every cell space is as big as the 

weak and weak Supreme Emperor-level life universe! 

On this basis. 

The internal space has been increased by a full six times, and the increased volume of space is terrifying! 

 


